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the castle wall on the road of approach. And the
moment the waterfall stops, they'll step down into
its bed, enter the conduit and make their way into
the kitchen by lifting the flap. Or if they like, into
the* dungeon and then upstairs.
"I say 'they will': but they won't. They'll
wait in the drive all right, but they'll soon get tired
of waiting for the sluice to go down. . . . The sluice
no longer exists. We broke it up with the hammers
and chucked it over the fall. The timber and wedges
and ropes have disappeared. We slung the hammers
and chisels into the woods. I admit it's easy to
destroy, but I never enjoyed twenty minutes so much
in my life. And I've only one regret. That is that
I shall not be present when Harris and Haydn are
standing by the side of the waterfall, commenting
upon each other's comments upon its failure to stop."
We were sitting at the dining-room table, on which
a meal had been waiting for Hubert and me. The
room was warm, for a good fire burned on the hearth,
and the curtains were drawn although it was almost
day. Hubert and I were all unshaven and stained
and might have passed for a couple of broken tramps:
Palin, gowned and slippered, was plainly fresh from
his bath: and Olivia, dainty as ever, might just have
come down to her breakfast at nine o'clock.
Palin looked at her, and she nodded and then sat
back in her chair.
"We congratulate you/' said Palin. "No one
could have done better. Not one in ten thousand
would have done half so well/'
He stopped there and cleared his throat.
"What you've told us is of great interest—of
quite extraordinary interest.   And, as it happens,
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